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Floating conductive catalytic nano-rafts at soft
interfaces for hydrogen evolution†

Xiaojun Bian,ab Micheál D. Scanlon,b SinongWang,a Lei Liao,a Yi Tang,a Baohong Liua

and Hubert H. Girault*b

Mo2C nanowires and composites of Mo2C nanoparticles formed onmultiwalled carbon nanotubes (Mo2C/

CNT) were developed as advanced catalysts for hydrogen evolution at a polarised water–1,2-

dichloroethane interface. Each catalyst acts as a catalytic nano-raft suspended at the interface to

markedly enhance the rates of biphasic proton reduction in the presence of an organic solubilised

electron donor, decamethylferrocene. Mo2C nanoparticles were grown in situ on the conductive CNT

support, achieving a high dispersion and intimate contact, thereby facilitating electron transfer between

the components. The high catalytic activity of each catalyst was successfully demonstrated by their

respective impacts on the reaction kinetics. The reaction rate increased more than 1000 times when the

Mo2C/CNT composite was present at a very low concentration of 25 mM. CNTs have the ability to act as

highly efficient conduits or “transport superhighways” for injected electrons to reach the catalytic sites

of the nanoparticle. Electrochemical instabilities, similar to those observed for the transfer of surface-

active ions, were observed under experimental conditions that produced an abundance of hydrogen at

the interface. Finally, the movement of CNTs floating at the interface under the influence of a cycling

applied interfacial Galvani potential difference was vividly captured in a short movie.
Introduction

The development of novel methodologies and active catalysts
based on earth-abundant materials to achieve the Hydrogen
Evolution Reaction (HER), whereby aqueous protons are
reduced to molecular hydrogen (H2), is of vital technological
importance for future solar-based carbon-neutral energy
production.1 A methodology, and an accompanying theory, has
been developed to reduce protons at defect free electried oil–
water interfaces.2 Protons may be pumped from the aqueous to
the oil phase (1,2-dichloroethane (1,2-DCE)) by careful control
of the interfacial Galvani potential difference (Dw

of), either
potentiostatically or chemically (by distribution of electrolyte
ions), and subsequently reduced to H2 using organic reducing
agents, thus far typically metallocenes.2b,3

This biphasic HERmay be catalysed by oating interfacial H2

evolution catalysts (HECs), as demonstrated for both well
of Molecular Catalysis and Innovative
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1

known (molybdenum sulphide, MoS2)4 and recently reported
(molybdenum carbide (Mo2C) and boride (MoB))5 non-precious
metal-based HECs. However, the reaction kinetics for H2

production are still limited in these systems and, thus, it is
crucial to design new catalysts with higher activities. The
biphasic HER, while less-well documented, is subject to the
same trends in catalysis as observed for single phase HERs, i.e.
immobilising MoS2 on reduced graphene oxide (RGO) or mes-
oporous carbon increases the rates of reaction in comparison to
“free” MoS2 as dramatically for a biphasic reaction, with deca-
methylferrocene (DMFc) injecting electrons into the carbon
support,6 as for a single phase reaction.7

Carbon allotropes (primarily carbon nanotubes (CNTs),8

graphene,9 and fullerenes10 but also carbon nanodots,11 meso-
porous carbon nanospheres12 or graphene foams,13 etc.) provide
conductive scaffolds for next-generation composite materials.
Single or multicomponent14 systems may be rationally designed
on a single support incorporating one, or a combination, of
catalytic metallic (e.g. Pt,15 Au,16 or Pd (ref. 17)), non-precious
(e.g. MoS2 (ref. 13a and 18)) or semiconducting (e.g. TiO2 (ref.
14c and 19)) nanoparticles (NPs). Individual carbon composites
may be tailored to achieve a myriad of functions including the
provision of an integrated platform to store and convert solar
energy,20 single-substrate multi-step heterogeneous catalysis
(e.g. towards the HER),21 or sensing applications.22 Carbona-
ceous materials are typically insoluble particulates both in
aqueous and oil phases and, driven by the requirement to
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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Fig. 1 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of (A) nanowire Mo2C;
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of (B) Mo2C/CNT and (C) nano-
wire Mo2C; high resolution-TEM (HR-TEM) images of (D) CNT/Mo2C and (E)
nanowire Mo2C; (F) X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of (a) Mo2C/CNT and
(b) nanowire Mo2C. The XRD of nanowire Mo2C is expanded to full size in
Fig. S1, ESI.†
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minimise the interfacial free energy in the system, will self-
assemble and oat at the liquid–liquid interface.23 Thus, the
liquid–liquid interface represents a novel, experimentally
reproducible and thus far underdeveloped, platform at which to
exploit the use of these oating ras with a veritable Swiss Army
Knife range of functionality.

A series of synergistic catalytic benets are accrued by incor-
porating a carbon support in catalyst design.21a Growing a cata-
lyst, such as MoS2,7,12,13,18 directly on a carbon scaffold leads to (a)
a signicant decrease in the average NP size in comparison to an
identical synthesis in the absence of a scaffold (i.e. in effect vastly
increasing the quantity of exposed surface catalytic sites), (b) a
highly dispersed distribution of catalyst NPs on the high specic
area support, again maximizing the availability of exposed
surface catalytic sites, and (c), for catalysts immobilized on an
electrode's surface12,13,18 or present as aqueous dispersions,7 the
provision of a low resistance “transport superhighway” for
injected electrons to travel from the electrode,12,13,18 a strong
molecular electron donor,6 the semi-conductor conduction
band14c,19 or an excited dye7 to the catalyst's active site. The latter
benet enables charge carrier collection or a “pool of electrons”
to accumulate on the carbon support, thereby increasing the
cross-section of reaction of the catalyst composite with the elec-
tron donating element. The dominant synergistic effect is the
quality of the interfacial electrical contact between the carbon
support and the catalyst, as demonstrated by a recent systematic
comparison by Kim and Park of the relationship between pho-
tocatalytic H2 evolution activity and the bulk physicochemical
properties of several carbon supports using carbon/CdSe
composites as a model system.24

Taking into account the catalytic benets associated with
nano-sizing a catalyst and the synergistic benets obtainable by
growing a catalyst on a carbon support, in this article we have
designed advanced catalysts to improve the reaction activity in a
biphasic HER system. We compare the activities of three
successively more advanced generations of the catalyst Mo2C
towards the biphasic HER. Generation 1 is simply micron-sized
commercial Mo2C and represents the least optimal, baseline
activity exhibited by this catalyst. Generation 2 is a porous Mo2C
nanowire, expected to exhibit the catalytic benets associated
with nano-sizing a catalyst (more exposed active sites etc.) and
containing an enriched porosity (possible nano-connement
effects and further increases in the catalytic surface area).
Finally, generation 3 involves the growth of Mo2C NPs on a CNT
support (CNT/Mo2C), with all the benets expected as described
vide supra. This study clearly highlights the dominance of the
electrical contact between the carbon support and the catalyst
over the benets obtained by simply nano-sizing the catalyst.
Insights are gained into the injection of electrons from an
organic solubilised electron donor (DMFc) to a carbon support
(CNTs, specically multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWNT))
oating at a liquid–liquid interface, and the subsequent use of
these electrons via aMo2C catalyst supported on CNTs to reduce
organic solubilised or interfacial protons under the inuence of
an applied interfacial Galvani potential difference. The
appearance of electrochemical instabilities in specic potential
regions when high rates of H2 evolution occur is discussed and
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
the movement of these oating carbon ras at the interface
upon cycling the applied interfacial potential is scrutinized.
Results and discussion
Catalyst characterisation

Nanowire Mo2C and CNT/Mo2C were both synthesised from a
common inorganic–organic Mo3Ox/amine hybrid composite
precursor via pyrolysis25 or an impregnation process,26 respec-
tively (precursor characterisation was reported by one of us
previously).25 In both procedures the intercalating amine has a
dual synthetic function as a reducing agent and carbide carbon
source (experimental details of each synthesis in ESI†).25,26

Mo2C nanowires possess uniform 1-D morphologies, being
several microns in length and 80–150 nm in width (see scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron micros-
copy (TEM) images, Fig. 1A and C). However, when scrutinized
by high-resolution TEM (HR-TEM, Fig. 1E) the individual
nanowires were revealed to consist of discrete Mo2C nano-
crystals, ca. 10 to 15 nm in size. The X-ray diffraction (XRD)
pattern was consistent with the presence of the pure hexagonal
b-Mo2C phase (JCPDS: 35-0787, Fig. 1F and S1, ESI†). TEM
images of CNT/Mo2C reveal the highly dispersed nature of the
individual ca. 10 nm Mo2C NPs on the CNT surface (Fig. 1B).
The individual Mo2C NPs may be clearly observed by HR-TEM
(Fig. 1D). The XRD pattern of CNT/Mo2C was consistent with the
presence of the pure hexagonal b-Mo2C phase (JCPDS: 35-0787)
Chem. Sci., 2013, 4, 3432–3441 | 3433
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and carbon attributable to the CNT support (JCPDS: 26-1077,
Fig. 1F). The BET surface areas of nanowire Mo2C and CNT/
Mo2C were ca. 54 and 150 m2 g�1, respectively, as previously
reported.25,26 An in-depth characterisation of the commercial
Mo2C samples used in this study has been presented previ-
ously.5,27 Briey, commercial Mo2C with particle sizes in the
range 1–3 mm was found by XRD to be exclusively in the pure
hexagonal b-Mo2C phase (space group P63/mmc) and possess
negative z-potentials under basic and acidic conditions
(pH range studied: 2 to 10) due to the presence of some surface
oxides, e.g. MoO4

2�.
Fig. 2 Gas chromatograms of the shake flask headspace for biphasic H2 evolu-
tion reactions (see Scheme 1) after 1 h, under anaerobic conditions, both in the
absence and presence of each floating catalytic nano-raft, as indicated. Inset: GC
shake flask glass vial.
Quantitative evaluation of biphasically evolved H2 for each
oating Mo2C-based catalyst

The relative catalytic activities of commercial (micron-sized)
Mo2C, nanowire Mo2C and CNT/Mo2C towards biphasic HER
were initially investigated by monitoring the quantities of H2

evolved aer 1 hour from shake ask experiments by gas
chromatography (see Scheme 1; experimental details in ESI†)
and compared with a shake ask with only unfunctionalised
CNTs present or devoid of catalyst under anaerobic conditions
(Fig. 2). On contacting the acidic aqueous (w) and 1,2-DCE (o)
phases, an interfacial Galvani potential difference (Dw

of) was
established due to the distribution of lipophilic tetrakis-
(pentauorophenyl)borate anions (TB�). Consequently, with
TB� acting as a phase transfer catalyst, protons were extracted
or “pumped” to 1,2-DCE almost quantitatively (see previous
calculations5 for commercial Mo2C at the equilibrium concen-
trations (mM) of each of the constituent ions for the shake ask
outlined in Scheme 1) as hydrogen tetrakis(pentauorophenyl)-
borate diethyletherate (HDEETB, referred to hereaer as HTB
for simplicity). Diethyletherate (DEE) acts as a lipophilic base.
The chosen organic electron donor, DMFc, is insoluble in the
aqueous phase and electron injection can be considered to take
place exclusively in 1,2-DCE. The majority of the insoluble
Mo2C-based catalysts oat at the interface, preferentially
adsorbing to minimise the interfacial free energy in the system.
Thermodynamically, only organic solubilized protons with a
redox potential versus the standard hydrogen electrode in 1,2-

DCE
��

E0
Hþ
�
1
2H2

�1;2-DCE
SHE

¼ 0:55 V
�

(ref. 2b) or interfacial

aqueous protons under the inuence of an applied Dw
of > 0.55 V

have sufficiently positive redox potentials to be reduced by
Scheme 1 Chemical polarisation of the interface: schematic representation of
the initial compositions of the aqueous and organic phases, with the catalyst
suspended at the interface, used to perform the biphasic H2 evolution reaction via
shake flasks. The products of the biphasic reactions, H2 and DMFc+ (see eqn (1)),
were monitored by gas chromatography and UV/vis spectroscopy, respectively.

3434 | Chem. Sci., 2013, 4, 3432–3441
DMFc E0
DMFc0=þ

h i1;2-DCE
SHE

¼ 0:04 V
� �

.28 The evolution of H2

proceeds until the supply of DMFc or HTB (depending on which
is in excess) is exhausted, the global reaction being:

DMFco þHþ;w ��������!catalyst
DMFcþ;o þ 1

2
H2 (1)

The kinetically slow non-catalysed biphasic HER evolved
0.052 mmol H2 aer 1 h, representing just 2.08% of themaximum
theoretical stoichiometric amount of H2 (2.5 mmol), as limited by
the initial [DMFc] in 1,2-DCE (5 mmol) and the very small quantity
of H2 dissolved in the liquid phases. The rates of reaction
increased dramatically in the presence of the oating catalyst
with 0.606, 1.676, and 1.99 mmol H2 detected for commercial
Mo2C, nanowireMo2C and CNT/Mo2C, respectively, aer 1 h. The
control experiment with unfunctionalised CNTs also exhibited an
increased production of H2 (0.125 mmol) relative to the baseline
response. This indicates that even though the CNTs used were
>90% pure, some remaining trace metallic impurities do give the
CNTs a small intrinsic H2 evolving ability of their own. This is in
contrast to a mesoporous carbon substrate, which exhibits no H2

evolution activity due to its ease of preparation in the absence of
metal.6 As shown in Fig. 2 (and by spectroscopic and voltam-
metric measurements, vide infra), however, the catalysis by trace
impurities in the CNT is minor compared with that exhibited by
the Mo2C/CNT nanocomposite.
Enhanced biphasic HER reaction kinetics for each generation
of oating Mo2C-based catalysts

The inuence of each Mo2C-based catalyst on the rate of H2

evolution may be probed by monitoring changes in the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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concentration of the other reaction product, the organic solu-
bilised decamethylferrocenium cation, DMFc+, (see eqn (1)),
with time by UV/vis spectroscopy (see Scheme 1 and Fig. 3;
experimental details in ESI†). Identical rate orders with respect
to DMFc and protons were obtained for nanowire Mo2C and
CNT/Mo2C, respectively, as described previously (data not
shown).5 The rate constants were calculated by tting (see
Fig. 4A and Table 1),5 and used to determine the theoretical
[DMFc+] in 1,2-DCE as a function of time in the presence of each
catalyst. The experimental results were reproduced (plotted
using a logarithmic scale for clarity for the reaction time in
Fig. 4B) conrming the validity of the assumed rate equations.
Due to the extremely slow rates of reaction both in the absence
of catalyst and presence of unfunctionalised CNTs, the poly-
nomial ts were inadequate to condently stipulate specic
reaction orders and, thus, this data was not tted. Enhanced
kinetics in the presence of the oating CNT/Mo2C catalyst
permitted the maximum stoichiometric amount of DMFc+

(2.5 mM), limited by the initial [DMFc] (2.5 mM), to be attained
aer 600 s (Table 1), epitomizing the vastly superior conversion
rate of protons to H2 compared to that in the absence of catalyst
(ca. 1%) or presence of only CNTs (ca. 6%) and a signicant out-
performance of commercial Mo2C (8%) and even nanowire
Mo2C (65%). Indeed, if an assumption of rst order kinetics is
assumed for all shake-ask reactions, CNT/Mo2C improves the
rates of catalysis more than 1000-fold when compared to a non-
catalysed reaction and 600-fold compared to the minor catalysis
observed due to trace metallic impurities in the CNT substrate.

The catalytic efficiency of nanowire Mo2C towards the
biphasic HER is signicantly enhanced compared to micron-
sized commercial Mo2C due to a favourable combination of
nanoscale catalyst dimensions, the rich porosity of each indi-
vidual nanowire and the presence of large surface areas free
Fig. 3 Kinetics of the biphasic H2 evolution reaction (HER) with chemically
controlled polarization (see Scheme 1) in the absence and presence of each
floating catalytic nano-raft, as followed by monitoring changes in the UV/vis
absorbance (lmax ¼ 779 nm) for organic solubilized DMFc+. Inset: kinetics UV/vis
quartz cuvette.

Fig. 4 (A) Determination of the rate constants (k): plots of the integrated rate
law versus time (s) for the biphasic H2 evolution reactions of commercial Mo2C,
nanowire Mo2C and CNT/Mo2C, each exhibiting 1st order kinetics. [DMFc]0 is the
initial concentration of DMFc at t ¼ 0 s. The slopes of the straight lines represent
the rate constants (k/s�1) for a 1st order reaction for each catalyst, tabulated in
Table 1. The composition of the biphasic cell is outlined in Scheme 1. (B) The initial
rates of reaction are clarified by using a logarithmic scale for the reaction time. Fits
(dotted lines) were obtained from the calculated rate constants (k/s�1).

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
from inactive deposits of carbon (conrmed previously by
Raman spectroscopy).25 Such a combination of attributes
provides abundant specic catalytic sites for reaction while also
facilitating the access of electrolytes and allowing fast charge
transfer kinetics. CNT/Mo2C, while also proting catalytically
from an abundance of specic catalytic sites due to the large
dispersion of Mo2C NPs impregnated on the high specic
surface area CNT support, crucially also benets from the
provision of alternative conductive pathways to each Mo2C NP
active site. This key attribute of carbon scaffolds, their large
capacities to accept, store and, under the correct circumstances,
discharge multiple electrons,29 denitively improves the
observed catalysis. Additionally, very recently, Adzic and co-
workers30 reported that the covalent binding between Mo2C and
the CNT support induces a charge transfer from molybdenum
Chem. Sci., 2013, 4, 3432–3441 | 3435

http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c3sc51290h


Table 1 The conversion rate of [DMFc]0 (initial concentration of DMFc at t ¼ 0 s)
to [DMFc+] after 600 s (%) and the calculated apparent rate constants (k/s�1) for
the biphasic HER in the presence and absence of each catalyst, see Scheme 1

Catalyst
Conversion
rate/% k/s�1

CNT/Mo2C 100 0.0288
Nanowire Mo2C 65 0.00165
Commercial Mo2C 8 0.000075
CNT 6 0.000048a

No catalyst 1 0.000023a

a These values are based on an assumption that 1st order kinetics are
obtained in the absence of catalyst or presence of CNTs only and
presented simply for comparison. Due to the extremely slow rate of
reaction in the absence of catalyst and the presence of CNTs, the
polynomial ts were inadequate to condently stipulate a specic
reaction order.

Fig. 5 The catalytic proton coupled electron transfer (PCET) responses for (A and
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to carbon, downshiing the d-band center of molybdenum.
This, in effect, decreases its hydrogen binding energy and eases
the electrochemical desorption of an adsorbed hydrogen atom.
The resultant relatively moderate Mo–H binding strength for
Mo2C/CNT may contribute to the enhanced HER.
B) nanowire Mo2C and (C and D) CNT/Mo2C (black lines, x ¼ 2.5, y ¼ 0.1, z ¼ 0.5)
are compared with those for the baseline response (dashed lines, x ¼ 0, y ¼ 0, z ¼
0.5), in the presence of DMFc only (blue lines, x ¼ 2.5, y ¼ 0, z ¼ 0.5), in the
presence of commercial Mo2C (red lines, x ¼ 2.5, y ¼ 0.1, z ¼ 0.5), in the presence
of either catalyst but absence of DMFc (green lines, x¼ 0, y¼ 0.1, z¼ 0.5), and, for
specific comparisons with CNT/Mo2C, in the presence of CNT (purple line, x ¼ 2.5,
y ¼ 0.1, z ¼ 0.5). All electrochemical cells were set up as described in Scheme 2.
Scan rate: 50 mV s�1.
Probing the mechanism of catalysis for oating catalytic ras
via voltammetry at the liquid–liquid interface

The potential window of a cyclic voltammogram (CV) obtained
at a potentiostatically polarised liquid–liquid interface is typi-
cally limited by the ion transfer of the background electrolytes.
Herein, the baseline response at ca. pH 3 (see Scheme 2, x ¼ 0,
y ¼ 0, z ¼ 0.5, and Fig. 5; experimental details in ESI†) was
limited by reversible proton and SO4

2� transfer, with some
undissociated HSO4

� transferring also, at the positive and
negative potential limits, respectively. In the presence of the
organic electron donor DMFc (see Scheme 2, x ¼ 2.5, y ¼ 0, z ¼
0.5, and Fig. 5) a small current wave at positive potentials was
observed and the reverse peak remains due to incomplete
consumption of protons, as reported previously.6 Meanwhile, a
reversible transfer peak at Dw

of ¼ �0.26 V is indicative of the
biphasic reaction product DMFc+ (or, perhaps, the intermediate
DMFc-hydride species) undergoing ion transfer.6

A series of control experiments clearly indicated that in the
presence of both a oating interfacial catalyst and the organic
electron donor increased rates of proton consumption (and,
thus, H2 evolution) were evident (see Scheme 2, x ¼ 2.5, y ¼ 0.1,
z ¼ 0.5, and Fig. 5). Firstly, irreversible current waves at positive
potentials were observed and attributed to a proton coupled
electron transfer (PCET) event whereby interfacial or organic
transferred protons adsorbed on the catalyst's surface undergo
rapid electron transfer with either DMFc, for commercial Mo2C
Scheme 2 Potentiostatic polarisation of the interface: schematic representation of
the composition of the electrochemical cells used for ion transfer voltammetry.

3436 | Chem. Sci., 2013, 4, 3432–3441
and nanowire Mo2C, or both DMFc and electrons “pooled” in
the carbon support for CNT/Mo2C. Secondly, the absence of a
return peak for proton transfer from 1,2-DCE to the aqueous
phase was noted and attributed to the heterogeneous evolution
of H2 fully consuming the protons, according to eqn (1). Thirdly,
the DMFc+ transfer current wave increased in magnitude in the
negative potential region in comparison to the situation without
a catalyst present, again according to eqn (1). Finally, a visibly
rapid increase in the rate at which H2 bubbles nucleate and
grow at the interface aer successive CVs was evident. Taking
each of these observations into account we may conclude that
the voltammetry starkly highlights the improvements in catal-
ysis shown by both nanowire Mo2C (Fig. 5A) and CNT/Mo2C
(Fig. 5C) versus commercial Mo2C. Additionally, none of these
tell-tale catalytic CV features appeared in the absence of
DMFc, even with the catalyst oating at the interface (see
Scheme 2, x ¼ 0, y ¼ 0.1, z ¼ 0.5, and Fig. 5B and D).

The largest DMFc+ transfer peak was observed for the elec-
trochemical cell with CNT/Mo2C oating at the interface and
DMFc present in the organic phase (Fig. 5D). Initially, since
CNT/Mo2C was clearly shown to be the most active catalyst by
the shake ask reactions, an assumption was made that this
large DMFc+ transfer peak was simply due to the faster PCET
reaction in the presence of this catalyst and a subsequent
associated enhanced production of DMFc+, as per eqn (1),
within the time-frame of the CV. However, a control experiment
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013

http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c3sc51290h


Fig. 6 Influence of pH and time on the catalytic voltammetric response. Cyclic
voltammograms comparing the catalytic proton coupled electron transfer (PCET)
response in the presence of either nanowire Mo2C or CNT/Mo2C floating at the
interface (x¼ 2.5, y¼ 0.1) for (A and B) various proton concentrations in the aqueous
phase (z¼ 0.5, 5, and 50) or (C and D) as a function of time (x¼ 2.5, y¼ 0.1, z¼ 0.5)
with the baseline response (dashed line, x ¼ 0, y ¼ 0, z ¼ 0.5). All electrochemical

�1
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with oating unfunctionalised CNTs at the interface in the
presence of DMFc in 1,2-DCE exhibited amarked increase in the
magnitude of the DMFc+ transfer current peak in comparison to
that in the absence of catalyst (or, indeed, in the presence of
highly active nanowire Mo2C) but matched that observed for
CNT/Mo2C (Fig. 5D). Thus, the increase in conversion of DMFc
to DMFc+ indicates that CNTs act as a reservoir of electrons at
the interface. As shown vide supra, control shake ask experi-
ments with CNTs at the interface (as in Scheme 1) showed some
signs of catalysis towards the biphasic HER due to trace metal
impurities. However, the smaller magnitude of H2 evolved
(Fig. 2), the slower kinetics for DMFc+ formation exhibited
(Fig. 3 and Table 1) and the absence of an obvious PCET transfer
wave in the positive potential region of the CV (Fig. 5D) for CNTs
versus CNT/Mo2C all indicate that the majority of the “pooled”
electrons in the CNT support remain unused at the interface in
the absence of a catalyst.

In essence, while the reported work functions of MWNTs,
FMWNT, suggest that thermodynamically the carbon support
may be capable of using stored electrons to reduce organic
solubilised or interfacial protons under the inuence of an
applied positive Dw

of (discussed below), in reality the Mo2C
catalyst is required to act as a “gate” through which these
“pooled” electrons may kinetically ow to reduce the adsorbed
protons at active sites via a PCET process. The use of carbon
supports as electron reservoirs is well documented. Fullerene
(C60), exhibiting multiple stepwise reductions, has been
described as an “electron sponge”.10,31 Meanwhile, Kamat and
co-workers have elegantly shown that both RGO14c,32 and
CNTs19a,33 act as highly effective reservoirs of electrons (in the
case of single walled nanotubes (SWNTs) storing up to one
electron per 32 carbon atoms19a). A carbon allotrope may accept
electrons from a donor species with a more reducing redox
potential than it's own work function. The potentials quoted in
this discussion on the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) scale
are related to the absolute vacuum scale (AVS) by �4.44 eV.34

Photoexcited molecular species such as methyl viologen radi-

cals, E0
MV2þ=MVþ�

h i
SHE

¼ �0:45 V,35 the conduction band of

photoexcited semiconductors such as TiO2 NPs, [ETiO2 CB]SHE ¼
�0.11 V,36 or photoexcited chromophores such as eosin Y,
[EEY*]SHE ¼ �1.05 V (ref. 37) are each suitable electron donors
for the various carbon supports, i.e. the work functions of
MWNTs (FMWNT) and SWNTs (FSWNT) are reported in the ranges
of �0.14 to 0.51 V (ref. 38) and 0.36–0.61 V (ref. 39) vs. SHE,
respectively, while FRGO is 0.44 V vs. SHE.40 In the case of elec-
tron injection from a photoexcited semiconductor to a carbon
support the charges are distributed until the two systems attain
Fermi level equilibration.14c,19a,32,33 Subsequently, these elec-
trons may shuttle across the carbon surface, acting as an elec-
tronic conduit or “transport superhighway”, and discharge at
separate distinct sites on contact with suitable electron accep-
tors (e.g. various dyes molecules such as thionine,

E0
TH=TH2�

h i
SHE

¼ 0:064 V,41 or Ag+ ions, E0
Agþ=Ag

h i
SHE

¼ 0:80 V)42

or, in the absence of an electron donor, be “pooled” with the
carbon support acting as an electron reservoir.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
An investigation into the inuence of pH on the biphasic
HER in the presence of both nanowire Mo2C and CNT/Mo2C, as
reported previously for commercial Mo2C,5 was attempted.
The pH dependence of the redox Galvani potential difference of
the hydrogen evolution reaction (Dw

ofHER), is predicted by the
Nernst equation for the global biphasic HER (derived previ-
ously)5 and reads

Dw
ofHER ¼ Dw

of
0
HER þ RT

F
ln

�
a0
DMFcþ

a0DMFc

�
þ RT

F
ln 10pH (2)

where Dw
o f

0
HER ¼ E0

DMFcþ=DMFc

h io
SHE

.
F and a0DMFcb represents the

activity of DMFc+ or DMFc (denoted by b) in 1,2-DCE. As
expected, shis in the onset potentials of the current signals of
approximately 60 mV pH�1 were observed for both nanowire
Mo2C (Fig. 6A) and CNT/Mo2C (Fig. 6B). However, very precise
determinations of the onset potentials at each pH were some-
what hampered as with each interfacial catalyst the capacitance,
primarily, and the magnitude of the PCET current wave at
positive potentials, to a lesser extent, increased with time from
the moment the electrochemical cell was set-up (Fig. 6C and D).
The changes to the CVs were most pronounced in the rst 10
min aer setting up the cell when some remaining particulate
catalyst in the bulk aqueous phase was brought to the interface
by convective currents and trapped there (this process in the
liquid–liquid electrochemical cell has been clearly captured in a
movie available in the ESI†). Successive CVs varied little 30 min
aer setting up the cell. Thus, every effort was made to capture
the CVs at approximately the same time (all CVs reported were
captured less than 1 min aer setting up the cell and are the 3rd

scans from triplicate CV runs). Clearly, this change in
cells were setup as described in Scheme 2. Scan rate: 50 mV s .

Chem. Sci., 2013, 4, 3432–3441 | 3437
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capacitance with time precluded performing scan rate studies
for both catalysts.

Very large current densities were obtained for CNT/Mo2C in
comparison to nanowire Mo2C for experiments carried out at ca.
pH 1 and 2, further emphasising the exceptional activity of the
carbon supported catalyst (Fig. 6A and B). In fact the evolution of
H2 for CNT/Mo2C at ca. pHs 1 and 2, and also to an extent for
nanowire Mo2C at ca. pH 1, was so vigorous that H2 bubbles
forming in situ during CV scans lead to electrochemical instabil-
ities at the liquid–liquid interface, in particular for Dw

of < �0.1 V.
These electrochemical instabilities shared many common
features with those occurring for the transfer of surface active ions
(e.g. alkylammonium or alkylsulphate ions)43 at a polarised
liquid–liquid interface, as documented by Kakiuchi's group.44

They manifest themselves as irregular increases in current that,
strikingly, are restricted to a certain limited potential region and
are caused by the hydrodynamic movement of the liquid phase
adjacent to the interface. A spontaneous interfacial convective
movement arises due to the Marangoni effect (i.e. an interfacial
surface tension (g) gradient along an interface between two uids
that produces an interfacial ow in the direction of the gradient
from lower to higher g)45 and propagates into the bulk due to
viscous forces. This phenomenon is clearly observed in Fig. 7
where the electrochemical instabilities initially begin approach-
ing the standard ion transfer potential of DMFc+

ðDw
of

00
tr;DMFcþ ¼ �0:26 VÞ (ref. 6) on the negative-going sweep but

disappear in the positive potential region of the scan. For surface
active ions, the unstable section of the potential window occurs in
the potential region where the ionic surfactants adsorb at the
interface and cause a decrease in g. It is worth noting, however,
Fig. 7 Cyclic voltammograms highlighting the electrochemical instability of the
liquid–liquid interface due to Marangoni-type movements of the interface when
the potential is scanned to values of Dw

of < �0.1 V in the presence of a high
proton concentration, the electron donor DMFc and a powerful H2 evolution
catalyst, such as CNT/Mo2C in this case (x ¼ 2.5, y ¼ 0.1, z ¼ 50). All electro-
chemical cells were set up as described in Scheme 2. Scan rate: 50 mV s�1.

3438 | Chem. Sci., 2013, 4, 3432–3441
that the instability of the interface is not caused by an ultralow g

but, as Kakiuchi states, “more precisely, for stability, the system
needs to satisfy the upward convexity of the electrocapillary curve,
because g is the excess surface Gibbs energy that determines the
stability of the interface.”44 Thus, we tentatively assume that the
upward convexity of the electrocapillary curve is no longer
maintained during the ux of DMFc+ across the interface in the
presence of interfacially adsorbed bubbles. The precise reason is
as yet unclear and will be the subject of a future study using quasi-
elastic light scattering (QELS) to measure electrocapillary curves
with this system. Finally, at ca. pH 1, with CNT/Mo2C oating at
the interface, the CV potentials were reversed at Dw

ofz �0.1 V to
obtain clear CVs of the catalytic PCET process (Fig. 7).
The movement of CNT microparticles upon polarisation of
the liquid–liquid interface

The inuence of polarising the liquid–liquid interface on the
movement of the adsorbed catalytic ras was visualised by
monitoring the movement of CNTs adsorbed at the interface for
an electrochemical cell (see Scheme 2, x ¼ 2.5, y ¼ 0.1, and z ¼
0.5), in this case, under aerobic conditions. The movement of
the CNTs was followed in real time as the applied potential
difference across the interface (Dw

of) was swept repeatedly for
consecutive CV scans, as shown in a movie available in the ESI.†
The positions of the CNTs at the interface for specic applied
potential differences are shown in Fig. 8. The rst observation
was that the interface was not polarised uniformly across its
surface. This was due to the design of the glass electrochemical
cell (see Fig. 8 and S2, ESI,† for close-up images of the interface
in the cell clearly showing the relative positions of the Pt elec-
trodes and Luggin capillaries). The Pt counter electrodes in each
phase were positioned to the le of centre over the circular
interface on the opposite side to the Luggin capillaries. As a
result, the applied interfacial potential difference was inho-
mogeneously distributed across the interface, being most
strongly felt directly beneath the Pt wires and its inuence
diminished with distance from that point on the interface. In
Fig. 8 Images of the movement and specific positioning of CNTs at the liquid–
liquid interface for various potential regimes, i.e. (A) Dw

of [ 0.3 V, (B)
�0.1 V # Dw

of # �0.3 V, (C) Dw
of � �0.1 V and (D) at Dw

o f
00
tr;DMFcþ ¼ �0:26 V,

during a cyclic voltammogram (scan rate: 50 mV s�1). A movie capturing the
movement of the CNTs at the liquid–liquid interface is available in the ESI.†

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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the region of the CV where no Faradaic processes were taking
place, i.e. the point of zero charge (pzc) in Fig. 8B, no movement
of the CNTs was evident and they were uniformly dispersed
across the interface. On polarising the interface positively
(i.e. the aqueous phase was polarised positively relative to the
organic phase), an interfacial movement of the negative charged
CNTs in the direction of the Pt electrodes occurred, suggesting
an electrostatic attraction as the dominant force inuencing the
movement of the CNTs (Fig. 8A). Conversely, on polarising the
interface negatively, an interfacial movement of the CNTs
occurred in the opposite direction, away from the Pt electrodes
(Fig. 8C). Finally, at Dw

of
00
tr;DMFcþ ¼ �0:26 V on the positive going

CV sweep, the ux of DMFc+ across the interface caused a
temporary interfacial movement of the CNTs once more in the
direction of the Pt electrodes (Fig. 8D).

Biphasic mechanism of proton reduction for a oating CNT/
Mo2C catalytic ra

A reaction scheme outlining the biphasic reduction of protons
incorporating a CNT/Mo2C conductive catalytic nano-ra
oating at the polarised liquid–liquid interface is illustrated in
Scheme 3. The work functions of Mo2C and the CNT support are
similar; FMo2C has been reported as 0.27 (�0.02) V vs. SHE,46

while FMWNT is reported in the range of �0.14 to 0.51 V vs.
SHE,38 as noted. Thus, depending on the precise value ofFSWNT,
the excess negative charge will ow from the CNT support to
Mo2C or vice versa until the Fermi levels have equalized and a
nano-Schottky junction with the appropriate band bending has
formed. The redox potential of organic solubilized DMFc is
sufficiently negative to reduce the CNTs utilised in this study (as
proven, vide supra, by 4-electrode voltammetry experiments).
Thus, the electron ultimately consumed in the PCET process
may (a) be provided by DMFc directly to an adsorbed hydrogen
atom at the Mo2C catalytically active site (H*) or (b) be injected
from DMFc to a state in the CNTs close to the Fermi level and,
crucially, non-specically at any site on the carbon surface. The
latter electrons are “pooled” in the CNT and, being highly
Scheme 3 Schematic of the biphasic H2 evolution reaction in the presence of
the conductive catalytic CNT/Mo2C nanocomposite floating at a polarised inter-
face. The electron donor, DMFc, may inject electrons anywhere on the carbon
support and these electrons are then efficiently shuttled along the conductive
CNT electron “transport superhighway” to the Mo2C active sites where proton
coupled electron transfer (PCET) H2 evolution occurs. Alternatively, DMFc may
take part directly in a PCET process at the Mo2C active site to evolve H2. The
aqueous and organic phases are coloured blue and red, respectively.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
mobile along the CNT “electron superhighway”, will subse-
quently transfer to an empty state in Mo2C. Finally, electron
transfer occurs to H*. In the absence of a carbon support, i.e. for
commercial Mo2C and nanowire Mo2C, the only route available
for electron injection is by the direct interaction of DMFc with
H*. The precise mechanism of hydrogen evolution on the
surface of Mo2C has yet to be elucidated with several unan-
swered questions remaining. Are bridging hydride species such
as Mo–H–C involved?27 How exactly is molecular H2 released;
does a 2H* / H2 + 2* or H+ + e� + H* / H2 + * process
dominate (as similarly investigated for MoS2 by density func-
tional theory (DFT) calculations)?47 As noted above, energeti-
cally only organic solubilised protons or protons under the
inuence of an applied Dw

of > 0.55 V may be reduced.
Conclusions

Gas chromatography, UV/vis kinetic and cyclic voltammetry
studies all successfully demonstrate that CNT/Mo2C is a supe-
rior biphasic HEC to nanowire Mo2C, and, as expected, vastly
superior to commercial Mo2C. Since both CNT/Mo2C and
nanowire Mo2C possess nano-Mo2C sites, the primary differ-
ence between these two catalysts is the presence of the carbon
support in CNT/Mo2C. Thus, we may logically speculate that the
provision of electrons via the CNT “electron superhighway” is a
much more efficient process than DMFc directly interacting
with the catalytically active site. In essence the ability of DMFc
to react non-specically with any site on the CNT/Mo2C support
dramatically increases the effective cross-section of the reaction
between the electron donor and supported nano-catalyst, and
thus the rate of reaction, in comparison to the “free” nano-
catalyst.

This study clearly highlights that, once electrons are
provided to the carbon support of a oating conductive catalytic
ra, biphasic H2 evolution proceeds immediately and with an
effortless efficiency. Thus, perspectives for this work will focus
on alternative methods of providing electrons to the carbon
support using weaker electron donors than DMFc in the pres-
ence of light-activated multifunctional semiconductor/catalyst/
carbon or dye/catalyst/carbon nanocomposites. Such biphasic
systems are particularly exciting, not solely for H2 evolution but
also for other light-activated catalytic processes (e.g. the oxygen
evolution reaction (OER)48 or CO2 reduction49), as they facilitate
the efficient separation of charges, the step that mainly deter-
mines the quantum yield in photochemical reactions, two-fold;
(a) by providing a platform that theoretically allows the photo-
products of the reaction to be separated in different phases, as
in the light-harvesting complex of photosynthetic organisms,50

and (b) the carbon substrate creates a directionality of the
electron transfer, i.e. recombination reactions in a light-acti-
vated semiconductor can be minimized for example. Finally,
the production of H2 using weak electron donors is benecial as
relatively weak electron acceptors (generated from a second
half-reaction, for example the light driven OER) would be
required to regenerate both donor and acceptor species, thereby
“re-setting” the photo-system.
Chem. Sci., 2013, 4, 3432–3441 | 3439
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